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The newest product gaining popularity is Ezi-Glide roller shelves. This unique 
system is used as a gravity feed shelving solution which improves visibility of 
product and allows for easy re-merchandising. With it’s auto facing ability, 
the result is no more empty facings, which equates to more sales!

So easy to use, Ezi-Glide shelves are simply placed on the top of current store shelves, loaded with 
product and segmented with dividers. With special integrated rollers and gravity on your side, 
product will always smoothly glide to the front of the shelf, where an acrylic front riser stops the 
product falling forward and off the shelf.
The benefits of using clear 100mm high front risers, fed into the roller track from the sides, means 
that the riser will not fall out and break unlike similar gravity fed systems used in the market which 
utilise a drop-in style of front riser.
Dividers are easy to move and align along numbered perforated front and back rails, allowing 
perfectly straight displays and simple planogram resets. Choose from simple steel wire dividers 
(70 or 110mm high) for most everyday products or try the full steel style of dividers which stand 
110mm in height, perfect for large and heavy items.
Stock replenishment has never been easier! Whether restocking from the rear or the front of the 
shelf, the special rollers used in this system allows stock to glide easily, therefore the restocking 
process is shortened, resulting in a more efficient store operation. Labour savings are achieved 
through less time spent correcting product displays. The mesh base of this system allows cool 
air to travel up and around the product, intelligently designed for use in refrigerated or cool room 
displays.

AUTO FACING ROLLER SHELVES
EZI-GLIDE ™
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KEY FEATURES
• Quick and easy to install.

• Low maintenance resulting in reduced labour costs.

• Improves product presentation and ensures products are always front facing.

• Durable and long lasting.

• Versatile and adjustable dividers to support heavier products. Choose from steel wire or full steel dividers.

• Improved stock rotation, perfect for back fed refrigerated merchandising.

• Boosts category sales by offering a consistent display of stock.

Divider locations

Riser inserts from the side

80mm High 
4mm Powder-Coated Steel Wire

110mm High 
Full Steel Divider

50, 70, 80, 110, 120mm High
3mm Stainless Steel Wire Dividers

Colour of System       Black                           Light Grey

Colour of Dividers
Steel Powder-Coated Black,  

Stainless Steel

Width per Unit (mm) Increments of 50

Depth of Unit (mm) Manufactured to suit your shelves

Height of Dividers (mm) 70, 110

Divider Material
4mm Powder-Coated Steel Wire, 3mm 

Stainless Wire, Powder-Coated Full Steel

Front Riser Material Acrylic

Front Riser Size (mm) 100 H x 5 Thick

GRAVITY ROLLER SHELVES


